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Fabrication of Fake Video and Photos of Syria
Chemical Attack: Al Qaeda Terrorists Working with
“White Helmets”in Aleppo
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We are dealing with a diabolical media agenda. The following reports point to the fabrication
of fake videos and photos of an alleged chemical weapons attack, with a view to blaming
the government of Bashar Al Assad.

The  second  report  provides  details  on  the  confession  of  a  White  Helmets’  associate
belonging to Al Qaeda in Syria which was aired on Syrian National Television. The third
report overlaps with the second while prviding some addional details and analysis. 

It is worth noting that in early May, Russian diplomatic and military source revealed that Al
Jazeera reporters “filmed a fake chemical attack against civilians in Idleb province in order
to blame the Syrian Army.” According to Sputnik

A false flag fake chemical attack against civilians has recently been filmed by al-Jazeera
stringers  in  Syria,  and  it  was  ordered  from  a  European  country,  a  military  and
diplomatic source revealed on Thursday.

“The  “effectiveness”  of  the  White  Helmets’  TV-spectacle  of  accusing  Syrian  authorities  of
attacking  civilians  in  Khan  Shaykhun  with  sarin  inspired  terrorists  to  continue  filming  the
fake ‘series’. According to info confirmed via several channels, al-Jazeera television channel
stringers  have  recently  filmed a  staged,  fake  scene  of  an  alleged  chemical  attack  against
civilians by the Syrian Army,” the source told Sputnik.

The source said around 30 fire engines and ambulances, as well as 70 local residents with
children transported from a refugee camp were used in the filming across three locations in
Idlib province, including Jisr Shughur.

“A  multiple  simultaneous  uploading  of  filmed  fake  footage  with  ‘screaming’  social  media
comments  was  due  to  take  place  in  the  next  few days  (by  Sunday)  at  the  separate
command of  a  mastermind  and  sponsor  of  the  film in  one  of  the  European  countries,”  he
added.

This filming appears to be ordered from a European country, the source said.

In December 2016, Egyptian police detained a man for making staged “wounded children”
photos,  which  he  was  planning  to  use  to  misrepresent  on  social  media  as  photos  of
destruction and injured people in Syria’s Aleppo.
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According to Fort Russ (May 13, 2017) former White Helmets associate named Walid Hindi
admitted his involvement in fabricating photo and video material, prepared in cooperation
with Turkish Television, during the time when he was working with the notorious White
Helmets group in eastern Aleppo. 

The group was preparing fake videos of alleged atrocities of the Syrian Army, during its
liberation process of eastern Aleppo.  In his confession, broadcasted on Syrian National
Television on Saturday evening, Hindi admitted to have worked with White Helmets for
three years and received rather huge sums of money, majority if which was provided by
the Gulf states.

He also describe how filming of “atrocities” would take place.
.
When, for instance, they wanted to stage an airstrike scene, the filming crew would fire
sirens and the actors would then immediately rush to the scene. Right after that, live
streaming of events would begin, accusing the Syrian Army of carrying out yet another
airstrike, targeting civilians. Hindi said he participated in fabricating videos more than
just once.
.
According to Hindi, the main person responsible for “directing” these staged videos was
Ibrahim Al Hajj, with Mohammad Al Sayed being the main cameraman.

.
In turn, another former associate named Imad Abdul Jawad admitted to have witnessed
possession of  chemicals by terrorists in Aleppo, saying “During my work shift as a
guard I was once asked to transfer a bunch of barrels, containing something what my
supervisors called “detergent and washing powder”. I was supposed to transfer the
materials from the district of Al Sukkariyeh to the district of Amariya.”
.
He then explained that his task was basically to unload the wares at the entrance of the
building,  pointing  out  that  on  one  occasion,  after  finishing  unloading  the  content,  he
saw people wearing uniforms, silver masks and protective boots and were carrying the
goods he just transported to the cellars.
.
On one occasion, he managed to get closer and he saw people opening the barrels and
pouring their content out into something that looked like gas cylinders, adding that
contents looked nothing like washing powder or detergent. He described the liquid,
which was being poured out of the barrels, to have a rather foul smell. When his boss
noticed he is watching the procedure, he was dismissed immediately.
.
It  is  noteworthy that  on January 11th 2017,  engineering units  of  the Syrian Army
discovered Saudi-made chemicals, left over by terrorists in one of the neighbourhoods
in eastern Aleppo.
.
White Helmets are a highly controversial group. Although claiming to be humanitarians,
White Helmets are a branch of the armed Syrian opposition and were discovered not
only of having ties to terrorist groups and being involved in staging media provocations,
but also of deliberately hurting civilians, children including.
.
The group is revered by Arab and western governments and mainstream media.
.
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According to the Syrian Arabian News Agency (SANA) in an article by Hazzem Sabbagh (May
13, 2017):

Terrorist Walid Hendi confessed to taking part in fabricating videos and photos for a
Turkish  TV  channel  while  working  with  the  so-called  “White  Helmets”  that  depict
neighborhoods and areas in Aleppo being attacked with chemical weapons in order to
blame the Syrian Arab Army.

In confessions broadcast by the Syrian TV on Saturday evening, al-Hendi said that he
joined the “white Helmets” three years ago in return for receiving funds from the so-
called “local council” and financiers from Arab Gulf countries.

Hendi said that they were told that there will be chemical attacks, and they were given
protective clothing and they staged a fake chemical attack that was filmed by a Turkish
channel,  adding  that  they  were  filmed  by  two  people  called  Ibrhaim  al-Haj  and
Mohammad al-Sayyed as  they sounded sirens  and brought  stretchers  to  transport
supposed injured people, with the intent of posting these videos online and accuse the
Syrian Arab Army of carrying out a chemical attack.

The terrorist also confessed to taking part in fabricating videos and photos depicting
alleged attacks several times.

A Russian diplomatic  and military  source had revealed on May 4th that  reporters
working for Qatar’s al-Jazeera TV filmed a fake chemical attack against civilians in Idleb
province in order to blame the Syrian Army.

In turn, terrorist Imad Abdeljawad said in similar confessions that terrorists in Aleppo
possessed toxic chemicals and that he took part in transporting them.

Abdeljawad said that he was asked to transport what was claimed to be cleaning agents
from al-Sukkari neighborhood to al-Ameriya neighborhood to cover up the fact that they
were actually transporting dangerous chemicals, adding that after unloading materials
from two cars and starting with the third, they wanted to know what materials they
were  transporting  because  their  smells  was  agitating,  particularly  since  he  suffered
asthma.

He went on to say that he saw people in silvery clothing, protective masks, and long
boots transporting the materials to a basement, and they looked through windows and
saw them opening barrels and pouting a liquid from them into cylinders, and when the
man in charge of the terrorists noticed that Abdeljawad and his cohorts were watching
he expelled them and prevented them from bearing arms.

Back  in  January,  army  engineering  units  uncovered  while  combing  the  Old  City
neighborhoods in Aleppo an amount of chemical materials of Saudi origin left behind by
terrorists, which included sulfur, chlorine, and other materials.
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